
Kardashians  &  the  NBA:  10
Flings to Remember

There’s no shortage of publicity following the Kardashians—and
Kris Jenner is happy to keep it that way. But few trends have
become as notorious as the rumored ‘Kardashian Kurse’, which
is alleged to follow athletes who date one of the siblings and
subsequently post the worst numbers of their careers.

With over a dozen NBA stars alone on the list of paramours for
the Kardashians, no sporting sector is as at-risk of a pop
culture curse as basketball. Even so, not every relationship
has led to disastrous results for athletes who mingle with the
dynastic family.

With players like James Harden and Blake Griffin both having
spent ample time with Khloe and Kendall respectively, it’s
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clear there’s an emphasis on success. Both players are now on
the  Brooklyn  Nets’  roster,  where  they’re  joined  by  Kyrie
Irving and Kevin Durant.

Though Griffin had a few slow years in Detroit and Harden
failed to bring Houston an NBA championship title, the future
is bright at Barclays Center in Brooklyn. And with sports
betting expanding to more and more US states, fans can take
advantage of Illinois free bets and similar bonus offers when
they’re looking to back teams like the Nets.

Though there’s no word if the Kardashians are willing to wager
on their exes’ performances, we certainly hope Khloe isn’t
betting too much on husband Tristan Thompson.

Here  are  the  ten  most
impressive NBA boyfriends who
dated  a  Kardashian,  ranked
from best performance on the
court  to  worst.  Spoiler
alert:  Khloe’s  got  the  eye
for talent.
James Harden
Khloe, 2018

Though names ranked below Harden on this list have at least
one NBA Championship ring, no other athletes have earned the
accolades that the former King of Houston posted. During the
height of his fame in Houston, Harden and Khloe Kardashian got
cozy for nearly a year.
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Though Harden’s success on the court (with MVP and All-Star
accolades)  is  proof  that  the  Kardashian  Kurse  is  mere
speculation, he did open up about the difficulties that come
with dating a global superstar.

Lamar Odom
Khloe, 2009-2016

As one of the most infamous relationships of any Kardashian to
date,  Khloe’s  marriage  with  Odom  remains  a  topic  of
speculation from the media. With an Olympic gold medal and two
NBA Championships to his name, Odom was a force on and off the
court.

Unfortunately  for  both  Odom  and  Khloe,  their  seven-year
relationship ended in a maelstrom of drama. However, the pair
remain on amicable terms—and, yet again, Odom’s downfall had
little to do with Khloe.

Blake Griffin
Kendall, 2017-2018

Though Griffin has yet to take home a Championship title, he’s
got multiple All-Star awards, All-NBA honors, and a Rookie of
the Year accolade to keep him motivated in Brooklyn. His peek
stardom coincided with his fling with Kendall in 2017. Oddly
enough, for one of their first dates, Kendall and Griffin went
on  a  double  date  with  her  former  NBA  paramour,  Chandler
Parsons, and his girlfriend at the time.

Tristan Thompson
Khloe, 2016-present

Few men could make Lamar Odom’s public meltdown in 2015 look
worse, but Tristan Thompson was up for the challenge. Since
beginning their relationship in 2016, Thompson and Khloe have
undergone multiple public trials as a couple.

Though he’s got one NBA Championship title under his belt,



Thompson likely has LeBron to thank for that, as his stats are
less than impressive for a man with a finals ring.

Rick Fox
Khloe, 2015

Given Fox’s long and storied history in the NBA, which ended
all the way back in 2004, news that he and Khloe were dating
immediately made headlines after her split from Odom in 2015.
With three NBA titles under his belt from his time with Kobe
and  Shaq  with  the  Lakers,  Fox  may  be  one  of  the  most
impressive players on this list. Even so, it wasn’t enough to
keep him and Khloe together.

Devin Booker
Kendall, 2020-present

One of the youngest players on this list, Booker is an All-
Rookie and All-Star team recipient. However, he’s also known
for his recent involvement with Kendall Jenner. The pair have
made headlines in the past year as they jet-set around the
world. According to Entertainment Tonight in early March 2021,
the pair are closer than ever.

Ben Simmons
Kendall, 2018-2019

Though he’s been the undisputed starting guard for the 76ers
since  he  joined  the  team  in  2016,  some  believe  Simmons’
lackluster performance on the court since 2019 is proof the
Kardashians may muddle athletic careers. However, Simmons has
since kicked these rumors, after a 2019 and 2020 place on the
NBA  All-Star  team,  as  well  as  turning  around  the  76ers
franchise.

Chandler Parsons
Kendall, 2014-2017

Before  Kendall  took  Parsons  on  her  first  date  with  Blake



Griffin or even met an athlete named Devin Booker, she spent
years cozying up to Chandler Parsons. Though he’s spent the
most time with Kendall than any other athlete on this list,
his NBA record is by far the least impressive—though he’s
never cited the Kardashian Kurse when interviewed about his
time with Kendall.

Kris Humphries
Kim, 2011

For reference to how successful Humphries’ career in the NBA
was, he’s largely remembered for his 72-day marriage to Kim
Kardashian. Since joining the NBA, Humphries had circulated
around trying to find a place as a power forward—but to little
success.  After  spending  fourteen  seasons  in  the  NBA,  he
retired in 2017 with no accolades to show for it. During that
time, he featured on more than eight rosters.

Rashad McCants
Khloe, 2008-2009

If James Harden is proof that the Kardashian Kurse doesn’t
exist, and Chandler Parsons is proof that not every athlete
gives the Kurse credence, then Rashad McCants is the naysayer
looking to set the record straight.

Currently  a  free  agent,  McCants’  prospects  continuing  his
basketball career aren’t great. Unable to top his prestigious
collegiate career with the Sacramento Kings following a year-
long stint with Khloe in 2008-09, McCants publicly blamed
their relationship. Considering the Kardashians didn’t ascend
to  global  super-stardom  until  2010  (for  reference,  Kim
appeared on Dancing with the Stars in 2008), McCants’ claims
fall flat upon further inspection.



Celebrity  News:  Kendall
Jenner Steps Out With Devin
Booker After Flirty Instagram
Exchange

By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, rumors are circulating about Kendall
Jenner and Devin Booker possibly being a new celebrity couple.
According to UsMagazine.com, the two stepped out for dinner
together less than a week after they fueled romance rumors
when  they  exchanged  flirty  Instagram  messages.  Jenner  was
spotted dining at Nobu in Malibu on Saturday, August 15, with
Booker, and her sister Kylie Jenner. Earlier this week, the
Estée Lauder brand ambassador shared a video via Instagram of
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herself  using  a  filter  to  change  the  color  of  her  eyes.
Kendall captioned the post with a strawberry emoji to which
the Phoenix Suns star commented, “I like strawberries.” Jenner
replied with four more strawberry emojis.

In celebrity news, Kendall Jenner
may  be  acting  on  attraction
stemming from Instagram. What are
some ways social media can pave the
way for a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Social media can be used for a lot of different things, but
nobody ever thinks of it when it comes to paving the way for a
new relationship. If you’re looking for ways that social media
can help your love life, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Helps you connect: Social media brings people together that
aren’t physically together. You can reconnect with someone you
haven’t seen in years and that could eventually develop into a
relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Sources Say Kendall Jenner & Ben
Simmons Are Dating Again

2. Opens the flirtatious gate: Just like Jenner and Booker,
social  media  allows  more  opportunities  to  be  flirty  with
someone. Commenting on someones post or re-posting something
that someone posted can be perceived as a major flirt if done
right.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kendall Jenner & A$AP Rocky
Attend Sunday Service After He’s Released from Prison

3.  Meet a wide range of new people: There are countless
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amounts of people on social media at the exact same time that
you are. You have the opportunity to meet so many different
people just by scrolling for a few minutes.

What are some other ways social media can pave the way for a
relationship? Start a conversation in the comments below! 

Celebrity  News:  Sources  Say
Kendall Jenner & Ben Simmons
Are Dating Again

By Jessica DeRubbo
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In  celebrity  couple  news,  source  are  saying  that  Kendall
Jenner  and  Ben  Simmons  have  rekindled  their  relationship.
According  to  EOnline.com,  the  Keeping  Up  With  the
Kardashians star was recently spotted at a Philadelphia 76ers
game supporting her alleged man and celebrity ex. “They took a
break because it was difficult to sustain a relationship with
their schedules. But they have stayed in touch and there was
never a messy breakup or hard feelings,” a source shared with
E! News. “Kendall has spent a lot of time with Ben over the
last few weeks in Philadelphia. She’s been flying in to see
him whenever she can.”

In celebrity news, Kendall and Ben
may be giving their romance another
chance.  What  are  some  factors  to
consider  before  giving  your  ex  a
second chance?

Cupid’s Advice: 

When you break up with someone, it’s meant to be a final
decision. That said, sometimes things change and there are
good reasons to consider giving your ex a second chance. It’s
important to make sure you’re doing it for the right reasons,
however. Cupid has factors to consider:

1.  Why  you  broke  up  in  the  first  place:  There’s  a  wild
difference between breaking up because your partner cheated on
you to splitting because you were both busy with your careers.
If a trust issue was at the heart of your issues, it may not
make sense to jump back into things. If it was simply a lack
of time that led to your break-up, you two could very well be
in a different place now, making it okay to give things a
second chance.
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Related  Link:  Celebrity  Parents:  Kendall  Jenner  Jokes  on
Social Media About Starting a Family

2. What page you’re both on now: It’s crucial to have an open
and honest conversation about where you both are in your lives
right now. If the issues that led to your break-up before are
still very real, there’s no point in giving it a second shot,
hoping  for  a  different  outcome.  If  some  key  things  have
changed that will make things easier this time around, that’s
great!

Related Link: Celebrity Workout: Group Classes That’ll Have
You Sweating With Obsession

3. The reasons you want to be in the relationship: When we
break up with someone, it leaves a hole in your heart that
your  partner  used  to  fill.  Not  only  are  you  missing  the
romance, but you’re missing that person you told everything to
and who you spent the most time with. When you’re deciding
whether to get back together with someone, you need to make
sure you aren’t just doing it because you’re lonely. The only
reason to date someone is because you really see yourself with
them romantically and they’ll add to your life in a positive
way.

What are some others factors to consider before getting back
with an ex? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity  Parents:  Kendall
Jenner Jokes on Social Media
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About Starting a Family

By Hope Ankney

In the latest celebrity parent news, Kendall Jenner made jokes
on social media about starting a family after posting photos
with her nephews, Saint West and Palm West, on Instagram.
According to EOnline.com, she captioned the photo, “Everyone
in favor of Fai and I starting a family say ‘I'”. This, in
turn, allowed several pals like Gigi Hadid, Hailey Bieber, and
family, like Kylie Jenner and Kim Kardashian, to comment on
the post with their support of the idea.

Kendall  Jenner  is  joking  about
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becoming a celebrity parent. What
are some ways to know you’re ready
to  start  a  family  with  your
partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

What are the signs to look for when kids stop being just cute
and  you  start  fantasizing  about  having  some  of  your  own?
Besides growing up being a big indication of wanting to start
a family, you have to be prepared for all the highs and lows
that parenthood brings. If you and your partner are unsure of
starting a family of your own, don’t worry! Cupid has some
love advice for signs to look out for to know when you might
be ready to have children:

1.  Mutual  eagerness:  If  both  you  and  your  partner  are
constantly excited and eager to have children, and you’re
financially well-established, this could be a sign that you’re
ready for a family of your own. It’s helpful if you both have
a mutual support system between the two of you alongside the
excitement,  as  well.  It’ll  help  when  the  whirlwind  of
pregnancy  and  parenthood  approaches.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kendall Jenner & A$AP Rocky
Attend Sunday Service After He’s Released from Prison

2. Ability to take care of yourself: If you can’t handle
prioritizing and keeping yourself healthy, it might not be a
good  time  to  have  kids.  You  must  be  able  to  take
responsibility for another little life, and if you are great
at making sure you have the necessities, you’ll be a shoo-in
for possibly having a child.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Kendall Jenner & Ben Simmons
Split Months After Reconciliation
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3. Acceptance of lifestyle change: Having a child means a
dramatic upheaval of your life as you know it. Are you ready
for that massive shift that comes with parenthood? Think about
the impact of a baby in your day-to-day life. Think about any
smoking or drinking habits you might have that would need to
be changed. If you’re more than ready to accommodate your
lifestyle around parenthood, that can be a big indicator that
you’re ready for a family.

If you have kids, how did you know when you were ready to
start a family? Let us know down below.

 

Celebrity  News:  Kendall
Jenner  &  A$AP  Rocky  Attend
Sunday  Service  After  He’s
Released from Prison
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By Ashley Johnson

In celebrity news, upon his return to the U.S. on Saturday
morning, August 3, A$AP Rocky was photographed exiting his
private  jet  and  wearing  a  big  smile  (and  of  course,  his
classic designer babushka in true celebrity style). According
to  UsMagazine.com,  the  rapper  had  spent  one  month  behind
Swedish bars before being released Friday, August 2. Just two
days  later,  he  was  filmed  wearing  the  same  smile,  as  he
chatted it up with former flame and reality TV star Kendall
Jenner while attending Kanye West’s weekly Sunday Service.

In celebrity news, Kendall Jenner
and  A$AP  Rocky  wasted  no  time
getting  together  after  he  was
released from prison. What are some
ways to support your partner after
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a traumatic event?

Cupid’s Advice:

While the celebrity exes spent no time getting reacquainted
with each other after Rocky’s release from prison, Cupid has
some advice on how to navigate a relationship and support your
partner after a traumatic event:

 1.  Be  communicative  with  each  other:  Communication  is
important, especially if the one you love has been gone for
months. In order to rebuild the relationship and understand
parts of your partner’s experience you may not be all that
familiar  with,  having  open  and  honest  conversations  is
helpful. Most of the time, survivors of trauma have a lot on
their mind and just need someone to talk to in a safe space
without judgment.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Duchess Meghan Comments
On Her Relationship with Prince Harry to Pharrell 

2. Comfort your partner: Sometimes when words fail, physical
touch can do wonders. Whether you comfort your partner by
kissing them on the forehead or tightly embracing them, you
are providing a safe and supportive environment for them.
Words are not always enough, but just your presence can be
appreciated and let your partner know that you are there for
them.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Brooks Laich Says He’s Proud of
Wife Julianne Hough For Saying She’s Not ‘Straight’

3. Understand triggers: Depending on the trauma, survivors may
have a list of triggers, including loud noises, dark places,
and confined spaces. Triggers can suddenly recreate trauma for
your partner and make them relive an experience they would
rather not relive. By knowing your partner’s triggers you can
help make them feel safe and avoid exposure to their certain
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triggers.

Can you think of any more ways to support your partner after a
traumatic event? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity  Workout:  Group
Classes  That’ll  Have  You
Sweating With Obsession

By Katie Sotack

Picture yourself slick with sweat, surrounded by your fitness
family,  working  toward  the  hot  summer  body  you’ve  always
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wanted. These are the reasons celebrities crave group fitness
classes. Participants are quick to become a family, pushing
each other past their mental blocks and onto new physical
planes. Plus classes are designed by professionals so you know
your body is getting the best workout to target fat and build
muscle. Next time you hit the gym, try out a fitness class for
the best celebrity body workout.

Get excited to try your hand at the
latest  fitness  trend,  group
classes. But how do you know which
celebrity workout is right for you?
Celebrities like Nina Dobrev and Ellen Pompeo are obsessed
with their fitness classes. Ranging from slow, muscle-building
yoga to fast-paced cardio like Zumba, there’s a group class
for every future workout junkie. Here are the details on who
does what and why you should try it:

1. The model workout: Ashley Graham, Karlie Kloss, and Hailey
Bieber all get themselves into model shape through Dogpound.
The workouts are seriously hardcore, think Crossfit levels.
Instructors have participants throw hammers and sprint with
resistance bands on, plus much more. If you’re looking to
build muscle, this is the workout to go with. The more muscle
you have, the more fat you burn. So if you’re looking to slim
down, this workout could still benefit you.

Related Link: Fitness Trend: Hire a Certified Professional

2.  Tracey  Anderson  Method:  These  classes  are  accessible
anywhere, whether in person or on DVD. As long as you have an
area to get physical you can get fit with Tracey. The workout
consists of targeting small muscle groups to tone your overall
body. Lena Dunham even credited the program for helping to
ease her infamous anxiety. Other celebrity goers are Tracee
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Ellis Ross and Victoria Beckham (talking about a new way to
bend it like Beckham here).

3.  Soulcycle:  This  workout  has  reached  pop  culture  fame
through  sweat-drenched  cycling  workouts  and  the  hoard  of
celebrities who attend them. Kelly Ripa, Lea Michele, Michelle
Obama, and many more make their way to Soulcycle very week.
With 70 locations across the United States, it’s as easy said
as done. Plus, you can totally pretend you’re Ariana Grande in
the Side to Side music video while riding the bikes.

Related Link: Fitness Trend: Mobile Exercise Apps

4. Body by Simone: Dance your way to having Chrissy Tiegen‘s
tush and Taylor Swift‘s mid-drift with this program. Designed
by  a  classically  trained  ballet  dancer,  Simone  offers  a
variety of workouts from fat-busting dance cardio to full-body
tone up routines. The studios are only in NYC and LA but fear
not, there’s an eight-week transformation program available to
stream.

5. Gotham Gym: Based in New York City, trainer Rob Piela
opened a gym dedicated to boxing fitness. Classes are forty-
five  minutes,  with  arm  toning  jabs,  uppercuts,  and  cross
punches. Add in jump roping for cardio and you’ll be slimming
down while toning up in no time. Kendall Jenner and Bella
Hadid swear by this workout craze. Plus your confidence will
soar knowing you can kick anyone’s butt in a boxing match.

Do you think you’ll try group fitness classes? Let us know in
the comments below!
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Celebrity  Break-Up:  Kendall
Jenner  &  Ben  Simmons  Split
Months After Reconciliation

By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity break-up news, Kendall Jenner and Ben
Simmons have split, according to UsMagazine.com. For a bit,
things  between  Jenner  and  Simmons  seemed  to  be  getting
serious, but sources say that their relationship has been
cooling  down  recently  and  the  split  was  not  sudden.  This
celebrity couple decided to move on to enjoy life while they
were young, and we can’t fault them for knowing what they
want.
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In celebrity break-up news, Kendall
and Ben have called it quits. What
are  some  ways  to  know  your
relationship  has  long-term
potential?

Cupid’s Advice:

When you are in a relationship that has true potential to
become  long-term,  you  and  your  partner  should  enjoy  each
other’s company, have chemistry, and feel comfortable just
being yourselves around one another. Cupid has some advice to
help you decide if your relationship is built to last:

1.  You  feel  at  ease  being  your  true  self  with  your
partner:  Everyone  is  on  their  best  behavior  when  dating
someone new, but once you have been together a while and have
reached  the  point  you  are  considering  your  relationship
becoming  long-term  you  should  be  comfortable  around  your
partner. Each of you should feel at ease being yourself with
one another without worrying the other will be put-off by your
personality.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Wedding  News:  Zoe  Kravitz  &  Karl
Glusman Secretly Married

2. You trust each other: A successful long-term relationship
requires trust between you and your partner. If you are honest
with each other from the beginning, that trust will come easy
and you will have a solid building block for a happy and long
relationship.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Are Khloe Kardashian & French
Montana Getting Back Together?

3. You both still have independence: Being in a relationship
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doesn’t necessarily mean you and your partner have to spend
100% of your time together. There will be times you want to go
out with your friends without your significant other, and that
is  fine.  If  the  two  of  you  still  have  your  independence
without giving each other the guilt trip, this is another good
sign  you  might  be  with  the  right  person  for  a  long-term
commitment.

What are some things you look for when you are deciding if
your partner might be the one you want to commit to for the
long haul? Let us know your thoughts in the comments below.

Fitness Tips: Prepare for a
Day of Hiking
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By Mara Miller

Celebrities like Kate Hudson, Jessica Biel, and Kendall Jenner
say hiking helps them stay crazy-fit, so why not think about
taking a hike yourself with this fitness tip? Pack up your
gear, grab your sweetie or your dog, and go for a nice long
walk. Taking a hike is a good way to reduce stress levels, it
makes  you  unplug  from  electronics,  and  it  helps  you  lose
weight!

In this fitness tip, we’ll explore
what you need in order to have a
safe hike for a mini getaway from
life.

It’s important to be prepared for your hike. If you’re not
used to hiking and decide to do it spur of the moment, it can
have some disastrous consequences like dehydration or injury.
If you follow these tips, you’ll have fun on your hike and
won’t have to worry about any of the negatives:
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1. Make sure you have a buddy: Depending on the trail you
take, it can be dangerous to hike alone. It’s best to plan
your hike with your partner or a friend in case anything
happens on your hike. Remember, you’ve probably chosen a day
of hiking to be closer to nature, but nature (and snakes and
other wildlife) will be closer to you!

Related Link: Travel Tips: Top Five Romantic Spots in the
Bluegrass State

2. Research the trail you’ve chosen: Finding a map of the
place you plan to hike is important. You don’t want to get
lost and it’s a good idea to know where it comes out so you
don’t end up hiking for days.

Travel Tips: Three Historical Colonial Towns You Need to Visit

3. Make sure you’re physically prepared: Hiking is just like
any other workout. You want to make sure you’re prepared so
you don’t injure yourself. Yoga is a good way to prepare
because you’re stretching out your muscles before you do any
intense walking.

4. Dress smart: Cotton dries slowly, which can cause chafing,
and  loses  its  thermal  properties  when  wet.  Try  modern
backpacking  clothes,  which  do  away  with  all  the  problems
cotton can cause. And don’t forget a good pair of hiking
boots–the more lightweight, the better–either.

5. Water, water, water: Make sure you bring enough water to
support you while you’re hiking. The last thing you want to do
is get so dehydrated that you have a migraine for two days
after you are finished with the hike, especially if you choose
to do it on a hot day. Dehydration is dangerous, and it can be
more dangerous when you are cut off from the world if your
cell phone loses signal on the hike.

Are there any other essential things you need for a day of
hiking? Let us know in the comments below!
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Celebrity  Couple  News:
Kendall  Jenner  Spotted  ‘All
Over’ Ben Simmons at Dinner
with Sisters

By Lauren Burczyk

In celebrity news, on a girls’ night out with her sisters,
Kendall Jenner was reportedly all over Ben Simmons. Kim, 38,
and Kourtney, 39, met their friend, La La Anthony, at Cipriani
in  New  York  City  on  Thursday,  February  7th.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, an eyewitness said that Jenner, 23, could be
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seen sitting right in the window with her hands all over
Simmons, 22. The celebrity couple have been spending more time
together  recently.  The  Victoria’s  Secret  runway  model  sat
court-side, with Simmons’ mom, for one of his home games in
January. Later that month, Jenner was spotted cheering him on
again in Los Angeles.

In celebrity couple news, Kendall
Jenner and Ben Simmons are seeming
closer  than  ever.  What  are  some
ways  to  show  your  love  for  your
partner in public?

Cupid’s Advice:

There are so many ways to show your partner how you feel about
them. Displaying your affection in public can be a great way
to let your partner know just how much you care. Here are some
ways to show your love for your partner in public:

1. Remember to flirt: If you don’t regularly flirt with your
partner,  there’s  no  better  time  to  start  than  now.  Being
flirtatious with your partner, in public, is not only fun, but
it  will  allow  you  to  have  a  more  fulfilling  relationship
together.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Ben  Simmons  Leaves  Flirty
Comment on Kendall Jenner’s Instagram Pic

2.  Grab  their  hand:  Holding  hands  is  a  traditional  yet
effective version of PDA. It’s a subtle way to show your
affection toward your partner without being too intimate.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian Spotted Out
with Luka Sabbat
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3. Share your food on a date: Don’t wait for your partner to
ask for a bite of your dessert, share it with them! Offering
your partner some of your delicious treat is a sweet way to
show them just how much you care.

Can you think of any other ways to show your love for your
partner in public? Comment below. 

Celebrity  News:  Ben  Simmons
Leaves  Flirty  Comment  on
Kendall  Jenner’s  Instagram
Pic
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By Ivana Jarmon

Ben Simmons took his shot! In celebrity news, Ben Simmons
recently openly flirted with Kendall Jenner. The celebrity
exes are not exclusively dating at this time, but they are
definitely hanging out. Jenner posted a picture of herself to
Instagram, catching the attention of the athlete who left two
drooling emojis in the comment area. The exes broke up in
September  after  four  months  of  dating,  but  have  remained
close, UsMagazine.com reports.

In  celebrity  news,  Ben  Simmons
openly flirts with Kendall Jenner.
What are some ways you can tell a
person you like them??

Cupid’s Advice:

Liking someone is easy, but not knowing how to tell them can
be a struggle. Cupid has some ways you can tell a person you
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like them:

1. Drop hints: If you’re interested in someone, there are some
subtle ways you can let them know: Laugh at their jokes, touch
them casually on their arm or knee when talking to them, make
eye  contact  from  across  the  room  and  smile.  There  are  a
plethora of ways to drop tiny hints about your feelings.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: ‘Bachelor’ Star Nikki Ferrell
and Husband Tyler Vanloo Split After 2 Years of Marriage

2. Be straightforward: There’s nothing better than telling the
truth. Tell your crush how you feel about them whether it’s in
person or by text. Be very clear, because you don’t want to
muster  up  all  of  the  courage  and  then  be  confusing.  Be
straightforward  about  how  you  feel.  You  will  want  to  use
sentences like I want to date you, or I really like and think
we would be great together.

Related Link:Celebrity Break-Up: Offset Responds After Cardi B
Rejects His Grand Gesture On-Stage

3. Pick your moment: Timing is important! It’s the moment you
choose  that  could  change  everything.  The  right  moment  is
something only you can decide. But if you wait too long, you
may miss your chance.

What are some ways you can tell a person you like them? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity  News:  Kourtney
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Kardashian  Spotted  Out  with
Luka Sabbat

By Ivana Jarmon

In celebrity news, Kourtney Kardashian has been spotted with
Luka  Sabbat,  20-year-old  Grow-ish  star.  The  two  single
celebrities were spotted on Friday, stepping out for dinner at
The Nice Guy in Los Angeles. The pair were seen having dinner
and drinks as they chatted for hours waiting for friends to
arrive. According to a source for EOnline, “They seemed to be
really bonding and having fun.” The pair also both attended
the  grand  opening  of  Tao  Chicago  nightclub  the  following
Saturday, with Sabbat attached to her side the entire night.
Kardashian  met  Sabbat  through  her  younger  sister  Kendall
Jenner. A source says, “They are spending time together and
its casual for now, she’s having fun and not taking anything
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too seriously.”

In  celebrity  news,  Kourtney
Kardashian  may  have  a  new  love
interest.  What  are  some  ways  to
keep things casual at the beginning
of a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Does anyone really know how to keep things simple when love
could be on the line? Cupid has some tips on how to keep
things casual at the beginning of a relationship:

1.  Be  comfortable,  but  don’t  get  comfortable:  A  casual
relationship allows you to spend time with someone you are
attracted to and sincerely like being around. But aren’t ready
to share your secret stash of voodoo dolls with. You should be
able to have fun, keep things light. Don’t talk about anything
to deep. Just enjoys each other’s company.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Drew Barrymore & Justin Long Are
‘Spending Time Together’ 8 Years After Split

2. Keep your emotions on a leash: Emotions are a crazy thing.
It’s easy to believe at times that you’ve fallen in love with
this person. If this happens spend some time apart and see how
you  feel  afterward.  If  you  find  yourself  getting  jealous
either tell them or get out as soon as possible. Don’t be
ruled by your emotions in a casual relationship.

Related  Link:  Newly  Single  Celebrity  Kendra  Wikinson  is
‘Excited’ to  Start Dating Post-Divorce from Hank Baskett

3. Be honest with yourself: Are you ok with casual? Are you ok
with  seeing  other  people?  Are  you  looking  to  be  in  a
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relationship?  Make  sure  you  ask  yourself  these  questions.
Because you don’t want to end up in a casual relationship when
you want something more. And yes, it could turn into more, but
what if doesn’t? Are you ok with that? Be sure that you know
what you want before jumping into a casual relationship.

What  are  some  tips  on  how  to  keep  things  casual  at  the
beginning of a relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity  Workout:  Take  a
Swing with Boxing

By Haley Lerner
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Ever feel like your workout routine has got you in a rut? It
sounds like you need to try out something new. Luckily, we’ve
got the perfect fitness trend for you: boxing. Boxing is a
great  workout  that  so  many  celebrities  love,  such  as  Kim
Kardashian, Adriana Lima, Karlie Kloss and Kendall Jenner.
Boxing is the perfect celebrity workout to let out your anger
and get a great workout in. Read our fitness advice on why you
need to head straight to the gym and sign up for a boxing
class right now.

Check  out  our  fitness  advice  and
see why boxing is the perfect new
workout for you!

1. Burn a ton of calories: One reason why boxing is a great
workout is that it burns a huge number of calories. Boxing
increases your heart rate and engages multiple muscle groups
to burn anywhere from 700 to 1500 calories per hour.

2. Total body workout: Another reason why boxing is so great
is that it engages your entire body. Punching while boxing
engages your upper body, core, hips and legs.

Related Link: Fitness Trend: Break A Sweat With Piloxing

3. Stress relief: Boxing can also be an incredible method of
stress release. If you’re stressed about work, your family or
anything else, you can take out your frustration on a punching
bag.  Boxing  is  a  healthy  outlet  for  getting  through  your
aggravation.

4. Incorporates high intensity interval training: HIIT is fat-
burning method that spikes your heart rate, followed by a
period of short rest, then intense working out again. Boxing
totally incorporates HIIT and helps your burn fat way more
than a regular cardio workout would.
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Related Link: Fitness Trend: High Intensity Interval Training
(HIIT)

5. Gives your brain a workout: Boxing isn’t just a physical
workout, but also tests your brain! When you box, you have to
focus  on  using  proper  technique  and  following  your
combinations.  Boxing  requires  both  mental  and  physical
exercise and helps you build way more skill than a regular
workout.

Have any more reasons why boxing is such a great workout?
Comment below!

New  Celebrity  Couple?  Find
Out  More  About  Kendall
Jenner’s Rumored Romance with
NBA Star Ben Simmons
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By Haley Lerner

In celebrity dating news, Kendall Jenner is rumored to be
seeing NBA player Ben Simmons. According to Eonline.com, the
potential new celebrity couple met through mutual friend and
have formed a “close friendship.” Apparently, the model and
the Philadelphia 76ers player have been “hanging out,” but
have not put an official label on their relationship and are
keeping things casual. The Keeping Up with the Kardashians
star previously dated fellow basketball player Blake Griffin
for six months, until they ended things in February. But, a
source  told  E!  News  that  Jenner  is  still  talking  to  the
Detroit Pistons player. Simmons also recently broke up with
singer Tinashe and was featured on his ex’s Instagram page
just a month ago. Jenner and Simmons new relationship spurred
Tinashe’s younger brother to go on a since-deleted Twitter
rant where he accused Simmons of cheating on the singer with
Jenner. “Never met you before in my life,” Tinashe’s brother
wrote. “Days after u break my sis heart u do this… Cheat on
her [with] a Jenner.” But, apparently 22-year-old Jenner plans
to continue dating 21-year-old Simmons out of the public eye.
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The Kardashian girls seem to have a
thing with basketball players. What
are  some  ways  to  cope  with  a
partner  who  has  a  time-consuming
career?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having a partner with a time-consuming career is difficult.
Cupid has some tips on how to make it work:

1. Make time: Even if your partner has the busiest schedule
ever, it’s vital you set aside designated time to be in each
other’s company. Have weekly dates that fit into both of your
schedules and stay in communication. It’s tough when your beau
is busy at work, but it’ll all be worth it once you guys get
to spend time together.

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Kendall Jenner & A$AP
Rocky Step Out for Dinner After ‘Flirty’ Outing

2. Enjoy your alone time: Don’t let your partner’s busy life
stop you from enjoying yours. Take your time without your
suitor to do the things you like to do. You can also use the
free time to hang out with friends and family!

Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Kendall Jenner & Harry
Styles Reunite at Party
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Kendall Jenner. Photo: STPR
/ PRPhotos.com

 

3. Support your partner: Remember that your partner is sure to
be stressed out about his or her hectic career as well. To
make your relationship work, it’s important you support your
beau and the work he or she is doing. Let your lover know you
understand that he or she has a hard job and that you will
always be there to help.

Have  any  more  ways  to  cope  with  a  partner  with  a  time-
consuming job? Comment them below!

Celebrity  News:  Kim
Kardashian Tweets ‘Wish Your
Were Here’ to Kanye West from
Met Gala
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By Jessica Gomez

Celebrity couple Kim Kardashian and Kanye West are absolutely
adorable! In celebrity news, West did not join Kardashian at
the Met Gala, but we know why due to their tweets. According
to UsMagazine.com, West tweeted a photo of Kardashian in a
Versace gown which she wore to the Met Gala, captioning it
with 25 fire emojis. Does he think she looks hot or what?
Kardashian did look absolutely gorgeous at the fashion event
this year, so who can blame him? Kardashian replied in a
tweet, “Love you babe wish you were here with meeeeee but
you’re only finishing up 5 albums.” Cute. She wasn’t alone
though. Her mom Kris Jenner and her sisters Kendall and Kylie
Jenner  were  also  present.  The  reality  TV  stars  were  all
looking beautiful.

In celebrity news, this duo misses
each  other  when  they  aren’t
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together. What are some benefits to
missing your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

Every couple needs space, some more than others. It really all
depends on who the people are. Missing someone can actually be
a good thing though. Cupid has some benefits to missing your
other half:

1. Distance does make the heart grow fonder: When you miss
someone, you get that warm feeling inside that makes you think
about how much you love them. This can stir up some cute
and/or sexy texts, phone calls, or video chats. Embrace the
distance instead of completely hating it. And when you see
each other again, it’s on, let the in-person loving resume.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Khloe  Kardashian  Supports
Tristan Thompson at Cavs Game Amid Cheating Scandal

2. You’ll have more to talk about: Don’t get us wrong, when
the right people are together, they never run out of things to
discuss. However, when you’re away from the other person, you
obviously have more to tell. This is a good opportunity to
also work on your story-telling skills!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Kris  Jenner  Gets  Choked  Up
Talking about Khloe Kardashian After Cheating Scandal

3. You both get to do your own thing: Whether you’re out
learning something new, doing anything productive, or just
having fun — do you. Everyone can use time with their friends
and family, and time for themselves. You can also come back
and bring something new to the table after you both go out and
do things because technically you guys are “covering more
ground.”

How has distance helped your relationship? Share below!
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Celebrity  Baby  News:  Khloe
Kardashian Celebrates Tristan
Thompson’s  Birthday  After
Lavish Baby Shower

By Jessica Gomez

In celebrity news, Khloe Kardashian and Tristan Thompson had a
fun, busy Saturday. According to EOnline.com, the celebrity
couple celebrated both a baby shower and Thompson’s birthday.
The baby shower took place at the Bel Air Hotel’s Garden
Ballroom, joined by friends and family. In the evening, the
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couple  celebrated  Thompson’s  27th  birthday  with  a  private
dinner party hosted by Rémy Martin at the Beauty & Essex
restaurant in Hollywood. A source confirmed that the parents-
to-be of a new celebrity baby girl were joined by Kendall and
Kylie  Jenner,  Kylie’s  best  friend  Jordyn  Woods,  Kourtney
Kardashian and her boyfriend Younes Bendjima, mom Kris Jenner
and her boyfriend Corey Gamble, Tristan’s teammates LeBron
James (who showed up with his wife Savannah) and Kevin Love
and Jordan Clarkson, singer Justine Skye, family friends Kyle
Richards  and  husband  Mauricio  Umansky,  and  Thompson’s  mom
Andrea Thompson. What a celebration!

In  celebrity  baby  news,  Khloe
enjoyed  a  baby  shower  while  also
celebrating her partner’s birthday.
What  are  some  ways  to  balance
celebrations in your family?

Cupid’s Advice:

Celebrating two events in a day can create some very busy
energy, but that doesn’t make it any less fun! Cupid has some
ideas on ways to maintain the balance between both family
celebrations:

1. Plan ahead and thoroughly: One event takes time to plan, so
imagine two. You don’t want to stress yourself out. Ask for
help planning if needed. There are many things to consider
when  planning,  so  make  an  agenda  and  get  started  when
possible. When planning both events side by side, you are more
likely to keep them balanced as well.

Related Link: Rachel McAdams Is Pregnant With Her First Child

2. Make the events equal in size: Of course this depends on
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what type of events you are coordinating, but if you want to
create two balanced ones on the same day, without one event 
outshining the other, it could be a good idea to make them the
same size. When thinking of size, you should consider  guest
lists, themes, decorations, amount of food, etc. Again, this
depends on the type of events.

Related Link: Meghan Markle Gets Baptized at Chapel Royal at
St. James Place Prior to Celebrity Wedding

3. Schedule properly: Time management is important. One event
should  be  during  the  day  and  the  other  in  the  evening,
ideally. Plan accordingly by scheduling the events at specific
times for specific time periods, with enough room to change
clothes  if  necessary  and  traveling.  There  should  be  a
reasonable  gap  in  between,  so  in  order  to  consider  this
properly, the events should be on a somewhat tight schedule
for the best, stress free results.

What double celebrations have you partaken in? Share below!

Beauty  Tips:  Celebrity  Hair
Trends  to  Brighten  Up  for
Spring
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By Karley Kemble

After enduring the brutally cold winter temperatures, you’re
probably super ready for the sunshine and warm weather. It’s
time to put away your warm clothes for the season, get out the
lighter colors, and update your look. Do a bit of spring
cleaning and refresh your hairstyle! If you’re ready for a big
change in your hair game, look no further. Cupid has the scoop
on  the  hottest  celebrity  hair  trends  this  spring.  You’ll
surely turn heads with your new ‘do!

These  beauty  tips  and  celebrity
hair trends are huge game changers!

1. Blunt bangs: Bangs may seem like a somewhat risky decision.
but when done right, they look absolutely amazing! The key is
to make sure they go cohesively with your overall hairstyle.
Look to Rose Byrne or Taylor Swift for some bang-speration!
Blunt bangs go really well with a symmetrical bob. If that is
too dramatic for your taste, try some light, feathered bangs
with your choppy layers.
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Related Link: Get a Knockout Look with This One-Two Punch in
Hairstyles

2. Scrunchies: One of the most beloved trends from the ’90s is
making its way back into 2017! Scrunchies are a fun way to
dress up ponytails and top knots, or can even be used for a
more stylish look at the gym! These plush hair ties were seen
on many different springtime runway shows, and Selena Gomez is
a big fan of this oldie-but-goodie, too.

Related Link: Beauty Trend: The Ultimate Guide to Eyelash
Extensions

3. Changing up your part: Sometimes, a major hair update is as
easy as parting your hair a different way. If you always part
your hair to one side, try the other side or even a center
part! The best thing about parting your hair is that there’s
no commitment. If you don’t like it, you can easily change it
back.  If  you  need  some  celebrity  inspiration,  Rihanna  or
Kendall Jenner are always changing up their ‘dos.

Related  Link:  Beauty  Advice:  The  5  Best  Beauty  Tips  from
Celebrities

4.  Lightening  your  color:  A  popular  thing  to  do  in  the
springtime is to change your hair color! Whether you’d like to
go big and dye your whole head, or start small with some
tasteful highlights, the options are endless. Celebrities who
have really mastered changing their hair color along with the
seasons are Rachel McAdams and Emma Stone!

5. Luscious layers: Layers are always a winning option and
will liven up hair that has become dull to the chilly weather.
Layered hairstyles are extremely versatile and are extremely
easy to customize for your own face shape. Take notes from
Lindsay  Lohan  if  you’re  looking  for  a  celebrity  that  has
really rocked the layered look over the years!

What hairstyle will you be rocking this spring? Leave us a
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comment below!

Fashion Trend: The ’70s Are
Back in Style

By Jessica Gomez

Vintage is always in style, whether it be one era or another.
Right now, the ’70s are back! That’s right, the era of all
sorts of expressive styles: hippie and boho-chic, disco and
sporty-chic, punk and glam rock, folk and ethnic, safari and
military fashion. The awesome thing about this decade is that
its diversity in fashion made room for everyone!
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Learn a tad about the styles in the
funky  decade,  and  check  out  the
current  fashion  trends  that
originated from them!

Hippie and Disco:

The hippie style originated in the ‘60s, but developed as a
key  look  in  the  ‘70s.  This  style  consisted  of  colorful
designs,  denim,  suede,  flares,  and  bright  prints/patterns.
Although, the full hippie style is gone, elements from it are
in style now! Now, the disco style was all about the glittery
and the sparkly! Metallics, neon colors, high waisted pants,
and animal prints were all part of this fashion! Denim high
waisted flared jeans’ are an incorporation of both the disco
and hippie fashion, like seen in the photo below. Celebrities
like Kendall Jenner and Cher have rocked these styles!

Photo: Instagram

Related Link: Soak Up The Sun in Colored Mirror Sunglasses

Punk and Glam Rock:

This  style  originated  from  the  rock  n’  roll  scene!  It
incorporated aspects from other ‘70s styles into a rebellious
unisex  look.  Metallics,  satin,  ruffles,  bold  colors,  and
platform shoes were all a part of this look! This particular
style  has  changed  over  the  past  few  decades,  but  some
consistencies have remained: bold colors and that rebellious
look. Artist/band shirts and dark colors are two prominent
features of the punk rock style, like seen below. Celebrities
like Sienna Miller and Debbie Harry are among those who have
owned these styles!
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Photo: Instagram

Related Link: Boots You Can Rock in the Winter

Boho-Chic:

We see it a lot today. Floral patterns, lace, and that flowy,
care free style — that’s the boho-chic fashion! The style is
inspired  from  the  bohemian  and  hippie  cultures.  It’s
traditionally feminine and gives off that gypsy vibe! The
boho-chic style was popular in the ‘70s and is increasingly
popular now. Many celebrities like Hailey Baldwin and Mary
Kate and Ashley Olsen love this style!

Photo: Instagram

Many of these ’70s styles overlap, so don’t be afraid to mix
things up. Incorporate different styles for a reflection of a
groovy you!

Which ‘70s style is your favorite? Comment Below!

Product Review: Snow Fox 3-
Step Skin Care
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By Rachel Sparks

This post was sponsored by Snow Fox.

Despite the latest beauty trends, the best look is the natural
look.  Kendall  Jenner  is  known  for  her  glowing  skin  and
flawless but quick makeup routine because of how healthy her
skin is. Great skin starts with an amazing care routine and
excellent products are a necessity. Snow Fox skincare line is
not only healthy for you, but also for the planet we care for
and the animals we love.

Get  that  gorgeous  glowing  skin
you’ve been dying for with Snow Fox
skincare  line,  and  check  out  our
product review!

What we love about Snow Fox products is that they genuinely
care about what you put on your face. Designed specifically
for sensitive skin, Snow Fox has no parabens, no SLS (sodium
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lauryl  sulfate),  phthalate,  petrochemicals,  phenoxythenal,
mineral  oil,  sulfates,  synthetic  colors,  or  synthetic
fragrances. That’s an impressive list! They don’t test on
animals and source primarily from Australia. Snow Fox is also
100% natural and certified organic.

Related Link: Beauty Trend: 5 Face Masks to Try

But what does Snow Fox have that makes it so great? Their
three  step  process  is  acclaimed  for  not  only  cleansing,
healing, and hydrating your skin, but for changing your skin
to that celebrity-quality glow. How do they do it? In addition
to  organic  and  natural  ingredients,  Snow  Fox’s  production
process guarantees lab-day freshness. Packaged in Taiwan, Snow
Fox’s process of sealing their products in the lab prevents
contaminants from entering and means you are the first person
to interact with the products beyond the lab.

1. The three step process starts with their Soothing Facial
Cleansing Mousse. 

Their  cleansing  step  uses  organic  peppermint  oil  for
antiseptic and antimicrobial protection. Alpha Hydroxy Citric
Acid  removes  build  up  and  dead  skin  cells  for  a  gentle
exfoliation.  Finally,  aloe  vera  promotes  healthy  skin
regeneration.

http://cupidspulse.com/121109/beauty-trend-face-masks/


Snow Skin Care: Mousse

2. Step two, Arctic Breeze Detox Mask, is made with 100%
organic cotton.

Globally sold-out, all skin-types have used and bragged about
its excellent skin revitalization.

3. The third and final step, Day and Night Defense Cream, goes
beyond hydration.

After 18 days of use, it evens out skin tones and textures,
negates redness, and regulates sebum production. It’s make-up
friendly and can be used as a make-up primer to start your
morning routine and get your gorgeous for a date night!

http://cupidspulse.com/dating/date-ideas/


Snow Skin Care: Cream

Related  Link:  Beauty  Tricks:  7  Ways  to  Maintain  a  Young-
Looking Face

Priced at $120 for the three-step process, it’s an achievable
and reasonable price for revolutionary products that will heal
your damaged skin, and it’s just in time for winter! They have
a $48 travel kit with all steps included and is the perfect
way to test their products. Internationally established, Snow
Fox  is  making  their  way  to  the  US.  You  can  find  retail
locations in Switzerland, Australia, Hong Kong, and Singapore.
Though they’re new to the US, they’ve already been featured in
Marie Claire, Sassy, Bazaar, and Cosmopolitan. 

We’ve loved this product so far and can’t wait for you to try
them!  Dying  to  learn  more?  You  can  follow  Snow  Fox  on
Instagram or check out their website snowfoxskincare.com.
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Beauty Trend: 5 Face Masks to
Try

By Rachel Sparks

Fall is coming. That means sugary delights, flavored coffees,
chunky sweaters, and all those knits you’ve been dying to wear
for the past six months. That also means dry skin, and what’s
worse  than  a  flaky  face?  Celebrities  like  Kendall  Jenner
always have glowing skin, despite the season. How do they do
it?
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Follow this beauty trend, and check
out  our  winter  season  face  mask
recommendations for all your skin
care needs.

Our  skin  needs  change  as  seasons  move  on.  Age,  hormones,
stress,  and  make-up  all  add  their  set  of  troubles.  When
choosing a mask, focus on what your skin needs and what issue
you want to target. Whatever your concern, be it wrinkles,
hydration,  brightening,  lifting,  or  acne,  we’ve  got  your
introduction to masks.

1. Honey and coconut mask: Soothe those winter wrinkles with
this double-power hydrating mask. Winter dries you out and no
matter your age, those cold winds wear down the skin. Give
your skin a break by re-hydrating, brightening, and lifting
with a honey coconut mask.

Related Link: Beauty Tricks:  7 Ways to Maintain a Young-
Looking Face

2. Moisture bomb:  For ultimate hydration, try a sheet mask.
Sheet masks are the newest beauty trend and are worth trying;
you’ll fall in love! They cool, soothe, hydrate, and decrease
puffiness.  For  extra  hydration,  don’t  wash  your  face
immediately after taking off the mask; let your skin soak up
as much moisture as it can.

3. Brightening mask:  Brighten your skin for that healthy
summer glow all winter long. Look for paraben, sulfate, and
phthalate-free  masks  to  avoid  further  chemical  pollution.
Continue use weekly, or as needed, until you find your skin to
have that photo-ready glow.

Related Link: ‘Botched’ Star Dr. Paul Nassif Launches New
Anti-Aging Skincare Line
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4. Purifying mask:  Clay masks used to be all the rage, and
for this clarifying option we urge you to return to that
trend. Letting the clay rest on your skin brings toxins to the
surface, and whether it’s a peel or scrub off type of mask,
both  options  rid  your  skin  of  contaminants  for  a  clear
complexion.

5. Mud firming treatment:  Mud masks are great outside of the
spa, too. They pull the skin inward, tightening loose sections
and reducing age lines by years. reproduce spa day at home for
a return to a younger version of yourself.

How else do you combat the winter-weathered look on your skin?
Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Travel: Hotspots in
Paris that Celebrities Love
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By Marissa Donovan

Paris might be known as the city of lights and the city of
love, but it’s also one of the cities celebrities love to live
to the fullest! If you are currently searching for your next
vacation on spontaneous getaway, consider visiting Paris! The
city has many fun experiences to offer and most likely a
celebrity citing!

Check out these celebrity hotspots
when visiting Paris!

Crazy Horse: Stop in to enjoy the entertainment that Paris has
to  offer!  Stars  like  Cara  Delevinge,  Beyoncé,  Jay-Z,  and
others  have  been  spotted  watching  performances  at  this
fun cabaret bar! Watch the talented Crazy Horse stars dance
the night away while you have a few drinks!
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Photo:
crazyhorseparis_official/In
stagram

Related Link: Celebrity Travel: How to Travel in Style Like a
Celebrity

Café de Flore: Kate Moss and Gigi Hadid are just a few of the
famous models that enjoy eating out at the small French cafe!
Enjoy breakfast or lunch before exploring the beautiful city.
Maybe you will even meet the love of your life.

Photo:
rosariocordeu/Instagra
m

Related Link: Top 5 Most Luxurious Romantic Getaways in the
United States
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Ferdi: This restaurant is favorite of Kim Kardashian, Kendall
Jenner, and Kanye West! Munch on a juicy burger and sip on a
rich milkshake at this Paris hotspot. This location is also a
favorite of fashion designers, such as Marc Jacobs!

Photo: ferdi-restaurant.com

Related Link: Vacation Destinations: Unknown Italy 2017

Davé: You are bound to see a celebrity at this hotspot! Check
out the many picture on the wall from stars such as Leonardo
DiCaprio, Mick Jagger, Tobey Maguire, and so many more.

Photo: soniaround/Instagram

Related Link: Top 10 Most Romantic Movie Locations

Triangle  d’Or:  What  would  Paris  be  without  high  fashion
outlets? Triangle d’Or is an area of Paris that is similar to
California’s Rodeo Drive. Outlets such as Gucci and Prada have
been the shopping destinations of stars such as Mariah Carey
and Madonna. Maybe you might even see a star while passing
through this hotspot.
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Photo: tiphainef/Instagram

Are there other celebrity hotspots in Paris that people should
know about? Let our readers know in the comments!

NY Restaurants with the Most
Celebrity Sightings
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By Melissa Lee

While most celebrities across the board call Hollywood their
home, New York is the runner-up. Known for its busy streets,
bustling nightlife, and resilient aura, New York is constantly
hosting celebs, whether it be for work or play. Regardless of
the intentions of their stay, at the end of the day, who
doesn’t want to dine luxuriously at some of the city’s best
restaurants? Celebrities are always eating at the most lavish
spots, and when you hear that your fave star was spotted
eating somewhere… well, you know it has to be good.

If  you’re  making  a  trip  to  the
concrete jungle you have to head to
these  restaurants  with  the  most
celebrity sightings!

1.  Carmine’s:  Never  mind  the  fact  that  celebrities  are
constantly being spotted at this restaurant — Carmine’s serves
family style Italian food that is absolutely to-die for! Due
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to its popularity, the owners have opened several locations
throughout the city, but that doesn’t mean stars have been
going  any  less.  For  over  25  years,  Carmine’s  has  hosted
numerous celebs including Drew Barrymore, Tina Fey, and Tim
Gunn. Can we make our reservation now?!

2. Bagatelle: Located in the Greenwich Village area, this
classic  French  Mediterranean  restaurant  is  a  celebrity
hotspot. Beyonce and husband Jay Z, Mariah Carey, and Sofia
Vergara are only some of the stars that have dined at this
five-star spot. Bagatelle has also revealed that Jamie Foxx
even stepped into the DJ booth at one of their notorious
parties, too!

Related Link: 5 Famous NY Restaurants to Visit if You Want to
Spot One of Your Favorite Celebrities

3.  The  Polo  Bar:  This  All-American  spot  is  extremely
luxurious,  and  has  seen  Hillary  Clinton,  Andy  Cohen,  and
Gwyneth  Paltrow.  The  restaurant,  which  is  very  exclusive,
honors fashion designer Ralph Lauren by showcasing his brand
with artwork of horses, polo matches, and sports. The Polo Bar
serves incredible American dishes, including their signature
Polo Bar Burger.

4. Beautique: While an intimate, low-key place to dine in
Midtown, Beautique is also a high-energy club and lounge.
Stars like Kendall Jenner, A$AP Rocky and Leonardo DiCaprio
have all partied here, partially because the spot is known for
hosting internationally acclaimed DJs.

Related Link: Popular Restaurants: Best Bagels in NYC

5. Rao’s: The second Italian hotspot on this list is nearly
impossible to get into — reservations are booked for months in
advanced! However, if you manage to snag a table at this East
Harlem  spot,  you’re  guaranteed  to  see  a  celeb.  Rao’s  has
served  Leonardo  DiCaprio,  Bill  Clinton  and  wife  Hillary
Clinton, and baseball star Hank Aaron — just to name a few.
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What are your favorite places to spot a celebrity? Leave your
thoughts below.

Fashion:  Celebrity  Style
Shoes for Affordable Prices

By Melissa Lee

It seems like celebrities always look amazing head-to-toe,
even  on  the  days  where  they’re  just  running  errands  and
grabbing coffee. If we’re being realistic, this is most likely
due to the fact that they’re rich and able to afford all the
best designer pieces — especially shoes! If you’re in the
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market for some celebrity style shoes but aren’t ready to drop
major cash, Cupid may be able to help you out.

Not only are these celebrity style
pieces  completely  adorable,  but
they’re also affordable! Check it
out!

1. Pumas: Tennis shoes seem to always be in style, and Puma’s
line of Match Low sneakers are a celeb favorite. These shoes
have  been  seen  on  stars  like  Reese  Witherspoon,  who  was
spotted rocking these with a striped tee-shirt dress. The best
part? These shoes are only $65 — a steal for a pair of celeb-
approved shoes!

2. Vans: Lately, these skater-style sneaks have been all the
rage. Vans’ notorious Canvas Old Skool shoes are super in
style this season, and have been seen on a ton of celebrities
including Kim Kardashian. These trendy shoes are super cheap,
coming out to only $60.

Related Link: Dress for Success in These Fashion Trends Fit
for a Celebrity Lifestyle

3. Hunter rain boots: This line rain boots are not only super
cute, but practical as well! Celebs like Cara Delevigne and
Sarah Jessica Parker have been seen rocking these at music
festivals. Check out these rain boots and how stars have been
styling the stylish shoes.

4. Adidas: Adidas is another line of sneakers that have been
super popular throughout the past few years. Kendall Jenner
and Taylor Swift are only a fraction of the stars that have
shown their appreciation toward the company. With a range of
different styles and colors, Adidas sneakers never get old —
plus, they’re easy to dress up or wear casually!
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Related Link: Fashion Advice: 3 Secrets to Finding the Perfect
Dress for a Formal Event

5. Nike: Nikes are completely timeless and will always be in
fashion. Model Bella Hadid proved this when she rocked an
adorable  pair  of  Nike  Classic  Cortez  sneakers,  a  pair  of
throwback shoes that look cute with every outfit. These celeb-
approved sneakers ring up at $70.

What  are  your  favorite  celebrity  style  shoes?  Share  your
thoughts below.

New Celebrity Couple? Kendall
Jenner & A$AP Rocky Step Out
for  Dinner  After  ‘Flirty’
Outing
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By Cortney Moore

Well, it looks like Kendall Jenner and A$AP Rocky are an item
again! The 21-year-old model and the “Purple Swag” rapper made
celebrity news on December 11 when they were spotted leaving
Nobu Malibu together. The pair left the restaurant in Jenner’s
Ferrari, which definitely makes it look like they’re dating
again. Jenner and Rocky were previously a celebrity couple in
the summer, but went their separate ways after the 28-year-old
rapper was seen with his ex-girlfriend Chanel Iman, according
to reports from various celebrity news sites. Despite this,
Jenner and Rocky have made it a point to spend time together
in Paris, Miami and Los Angeles. According to a source from
People.com, “They enjoy low-key dates like quiet dinners where
they won’t be bothered.”

There may be a new celebrity couple
in  the  Kardashian  clan!  What  are
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some ways to take first steps with
a crush?

Cupid’s Advice:

At some point in time, you’ll end up thinking of someone you
know more often than you used to. Eventually you’ll realize
that your frequent musings are more than the friendly kind.
When  you  discover  you’ve  developed  a  crush,  it  can  be
intimidating to move forward with a relationship. For this
reason, let Cupid be your guide on getting your crush to
notice you:

1.  Be  a  detective:  Before  you  declare  your  newfound
infatuation, it might be best if you do some investigating.
Ask mutual friends if your crush has mentioned you, or look
closely at your interactions with your crush. You might be
able to find out if they feel the same way by snooping around
a bit.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Predictions: Kendall Jenner,
Nicki Minaj and Minka Kelly

2. Make it known: If you think your crush likes you back, then
make  a  move.  Your  crush  might  not  even  realize  you’re
attracted to them, so either tell your crush outright how you
feel  or  make  really  obvious  hints.  Don’t  miss  out  on  an
opportunity to turn your relationship into something more just
because you’re afraid of rejection.

Related Link: Cutest Celebrity Couples in Young Hollywood

3. Get together: This can either be in the form of a date or a
regular hang out. If you want your crush to see you as more
than a friend, then you need to spend time with them. Free up
your  schedule  and  make  plans  to  be  together.  After  being
around each other so much, your crush may consider entering a
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more romantic setting.

Ever had a crush? How did you take first steps with them?
Share your stories below!

2016  Fashion  Trend:
Turtlenecks Are back

By Mallory McDonald

2016 is bringing back the 60’s better than ever. A classic and
chic fall look is making a comeback, and everyone in fashion
is rocking it. Turtlenecks were once a thing of the past, but
this  fall  season  they  are  making  a  statement.  Celebrity
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fashion icons such as Kendall Jenner and the Hadid sisters
have been seen strutting the streets in turtlenecks as the
cold weather is approaching. This trend is very versatile and
can be worn in many ways to accomplish multiple looks. Whether
you are hitting a night out on the town with friends or taking
on the professional world, don’t overlook a turtleneck as your
go-to outfit.

3  Ways  To  Successfully  Rock  A
Turtleneck
1. Casually: Turtlenecks have a simplistic elegance to them
that makes it easy to wear with your favorite pair of jeans
and  light  accessories.  It’s  perfect  for  meeting  up  with
friends for lunch or running your normal weekly errands.

Related Link: Rock the “Dress-Over-Pants” Fashion Trend This
Fall With Celebrity Stylist Alexa Taylor

2. Professionally: Women are always looking for ways to expand
their business wardrobe attire. Turtlenecks can be perfect to
wear to work with a nice fitted pant, pumps, a blazer and a
nice bold red lip. Or, consider a turtleneck paired with a
pencil skirt and a statement necklace. With the turtleneck
having such a versatile canvas, there is so much that can be
done to change the overall look you are going for.

Related Link: Product Review: Celebrity Style Goes to The
Beach

3. Personally: Turtlenecks have the highest neckline, and this
makes women feel that it isn’t sexy enough for date night.
But, with the right styling, it can make you feel confident
and ready for a night out. A tight turtleneck with a short
skirt and a pair of pumps or a tight turtleneck dress is the
perfect outfit to say, “I’m confident and classy.”

The next time you feel like your closet needs something new,
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try this trendy fall look! You’ll be thanking yourself when
you have one turtleneck that can be worn so many different
ways.


